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Abstract—Federated multi-cloud resource allocation for data-
intensive application workflows is generally performed based on
performance or quality of service (i.e., QSpecs) considerations. At
the same time, end-to-end security requirements of these work-
flows across multiple domains are considered as an afterthought
due to lack of standardized formalization methods. Consequently,
diverse/heterogenous domain resource and security policies cause
inter-conflicts between application’s security and performance
requirements that lead to sub-optimal resource allocations. In
this paper, we present a joint performance and security-driven
federated resource allocation scheme for data-intensive scientific
applications. In order to aid joint resource brokering among
multi-cloud domains with diverse/heterogenous security postures,
we first define and characterize a data-intensive application’s
security specifications (i.e., SSpecs). Then we describe an align-
ment technique inspired by Portunes Algebra to homogenize the
various domain resource policies (i.e., RSpecs) along an appli-
cation’s workflow lifecycle stages. Using such formalization and
alignment, we propose a near optimal cost-aware joint QSpecs-
SSpecs-driven, RSpecs-compliant resource allocation algorithm
for multi-cloud computing resource domain/location selection
as well as network path selection. We implement our security
formalization, alignment, and allocation scheme as a framework,
viz., “OnTimeURB” and validate it in a multi-cloud environment
with exemplar data-intensive application workflows involving
distributed computing and remote instrumentation use cases with
different performance and security requirements.

Keywords-Data-intensive application workflows, End-to-end se-
curity management, Federated resource allocation.

I. INTRODUCTION

Data-intensive science applications in fields such as bioin-
formatics, material science and high-energy physics are in-
creasingly multi-domain in nature. To augment local private
cloud resources, these application workflows rely on multi-
institutional resources, i.e., community and public clouds as
illustrated in Fig. 1 that are remotely accessible (e.g., scien-
tific instruments, supercomputers, federated data repositories,
public clouds). They execute various lifecycle stages and the
data may have different security requirements as it undergoes
transformations. A growing trend in multi-domain resource
federations that support multi-disciplinary initiatives is to
combine expertise of geographically distributed collaborators
as seen in exemplar application communities such as: (a) Large
Hadron Collider for physicists [1], (b) iPlant Collaborative that
uses federated resources for informatics [2], and (c) cyber-
enabling of expensive scientific instruments (e.g., electron
microscopes, spectrometers) in fields such as material science
and biochemistry [3]. Thus, secure and efficient allocation of
federated multi-cloud resources comprising of multi-institution
resources for data-intensive science collaborations in user
communities is becoming increasingly critical.
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Fig. 1. End-to-end lifecycle stages of a data-intensive application with
dynamic security requirements using federated multi-cloud resources from
domains with diverse resource policy specifications.

Allocation of such federated multi-cloud resources has been
traditionally based on applications’ performance and quality
of service (QoS) considerations i.e., QSpecs-driven (e.g., data
throughput, execution time) [4], [5]. Some approaches such
as [6], [7] also consider key security and privacy require-
ments, i.e., SSpecs of the applications. However, SSpecs-driven
approaches produce resource allocation cases that contradict
with diverse resource policies i.e., RSpecs (ranging from very
strict to very relaxed as shown in Fig. 1) for real-time data
processing stages. In turn, this may prevent them from using
high-performance networks and Science DMZs [8] to access
public clouds. They may also force the selection of compliant
multi-institutional resources with RSpecs that have limited
capacity. This in turn may limit the peak performance needed
for large-scale data processing in application workflows. Thus,
the complex nature of scientific workflows and their SSpecs,
and QSpecs with diverse domain RSpecs create conflict factors
that can be represented as ‘frictions’ among the cogs of the
3 metaphorical gears as shown in Fig. 2. Addressing the
inability of traditional resource allocation schemes [4] - [7] to
manage such frictions is a non-trivial challenge in federated
multi-cloud environments. In addition to ensuring satisfactory
performance, systematic solutions are needed to supplement
current DevOps practices to address security requirements of
both the application users as well as resource providers.

In this paper, we present a novel joint performance and
security driven resource allocation approach that resolves the
gear “frictions” shown in Fig. 2. Our approach involves three
main research thrusts: (i) end-to-end security formalization,
(ii) security-posture alignment, and (iii) federated multi-cloud
resource allocation optimization that leverages private cloud
(local) and remote (public and community) cloud resources.
Our approach novelty is in the formal definition of SSpecs of
a data-intensive application for different stages of its lifecycle
(as shown in Fig. 1) utilizing resources across federated do-
mains. For this, we extend the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST) SP-800E guidelines [9] to define
specific security categories to create a formal SSpecs data
structure that is intuitive and comprehensive.
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Fig. 2. Inter-conflict between application SSpecs, QSpecs, and domain RSpecs
represented as frictions between 3 metaphorical gears.

Building upon the SSpecs formalization, we present a se-
curity alignment method to align diverse/heterogenous domain
security postures into a homogeneous set of formal statements.
This approach aids in a resource allocation that is driven
by both application SSpecs and QSpecs. Although there can
be overlap and connections between the specifications, we
assume the metaphorical gears to be independent at the initial
specification step before the alignment. Our alignment novelty
is in the use of a security predicate logic, viz., “Portunes
Algebra” [10] for automated drill-down of domain-specific
stringent or relaxed (as shown in Fig. 1) security and resource
policies from security documents into homogenous policies.

Lastly, we propose a novel cost-aware joint QSpecs-SSpecs-
driven, RSpecs-compliant federated multi-cloud resource allo-
cation optimization to solve the “frictions” shown in Fig. 2. For
this, we use the outputs of our proposed security formalization
and policy alignment methods. Our optimization problem
involves resource allocation across multiple domain infras-
tructures with multiple constraints. Such a problem is NP-
hard and known to be intractable even for a moderate number
of resources, unless approximation or heuristic solutions are
acceptable. Our proposed algorithm solves a multi-constrained
nested Knapsack problem and takes advantage of the known
benefits in considering such a structured problem. Specifically,
the algorithm finds a near optimal greedy solution for network
path selection, and compute location selection at each stage
of application lifecycle in a RSpecs-compliant manner.

We operationalize our proposed security formalization,
policy alignment, and joint optimization algorithm schemes
through a unified resource broker (URB) framework viz.,
“OnTimeURB” for multi-cloud resource management of two
exemplar data-intensive applications: (i) a Distributed Comput-
ing application viz., Soybean Knowledge Base (SoyKB) [11],
and (ii) a Remote Instrumentation application viz., Electron
Microscopy Core (EMC) [3]. These exemplar applications fea-
ture: (a) varied performance and QoS requirements for differ-
ent stages of their lifecycles, b) different security requirements
with SoyKB requiring data privacy for “data going outside”,
and EMC requiring instrument protection for “remote access
inside”, and (c) unique “private cloud – community cloud”,
and “private cloud – public cloud” domain policy alignment
problems for SoyKB and EMC applications, respectively. We
demonstrate how the “OnTimeURB” framework can formalize
their SSpecs, align involved private-community-public cloud
domains’ RSpecs, and perform resource domain/location se-
lection and network path selection with cost constraints.

Finally, we perform experiments to evaluate the QoS per-
formance and security robustness of OnTimeURB resource
allocation outcome for the two exemplar applications. Our
first performance evaluation experiment is on a real-world
SoyKB testbed. It demonstrates how OnTimeURB helps in

aligning the domain security postures and pertinent resource
domain/location and network path selection amongst candidate
private and community cloud domains along the workflow
lifecycle. Our second performance evaluation experiment is
in an EMC experimental testbed. It demonstrates cost-benefit
of joint performance and security-driven resource allocation
between private and public cloud domains. We compare re-
sults from our joint QSpecs-SSpecs-driven approach against
only QSpecs-driven, and only SSpecs-driven approaches for
federated multi-cloud resource allocation. Our results show
that our joint QSpecs-SSpecs-driven approach results in the
most efficient resource allocation through pertinent policy
alignment that satisfies application’s SSpecs, and QSpecs
without overriding intermediate-domain RSpecs. Lastly, we
evaluate the robustness of the resource allocation outcome with
OnTimeURB using the NIST based risk assessment model [12]
for both SoyKB and EMC applications. The robustness results
allows users to assess the extent to which these applications
are vulnerable to well-known and relevant threats for a given
set of selection choices for multi-cloud resource domains and
network paths that satisfy the application requirements.

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: Sec-
tion II presents the related work categorized by the major
contribution thrusts of this paper. Section III introduces the
two exemplar data-intensive applications i.e., SoyKB and
EMC along with their performance and security requirements.
Section IV discusses our proposed scheme of security for-
malization, policy alignment, and federated resource alloca-
tion. Section V discusses the OnTimeURB implementation
and exemplar application use case resource allocation results.
Section VI concludes the paper and suggests future work.

II. RELATED WORK

A. Security Requirement Formalization and Modeling
In related works for security formalization, domain security

assessment has generally been performed by quantification,
or risk analysis as suggested by NIST. The current literature
lacks solutions to directly compare different domains’ security
requirements. In [10], a formal approach is proposed to align
security policies within an organization between physical,
digital, and social domains. The security profiles are updated
as wrappers along the organization hierarchy. The alignment
of domain security policies is performed informally by authors
in [13] to assess organizational goals. Authors in [14] propose
a modification of the Klaim language [15] to create high-
level security models of systems. Work in [16] discusses
policies in terms of sequences of actions; their framework
allows refinement of both systems and policies based on UML
specifications. However, they do not explicitly address end-to-
end security policies spanning multiple domains that affect
application performance. We explored the approach in [17],
where ontologies are maintained within conceptual models
to formalize security within a domain. We also considered
the work in [18], where security policies are quantified and
formalized. In contrast to these approaches, we found that the
Portunes algebra is more comprehensive from the CIA (Confi-
dentiality, Integrity and Availability) security tria perspective.
It was also more amenable to adapt with the NIST security
control rules. Thus, our novel scheme uses Portunes algebra
and NIST guidelines in order to convert diverse/heterogeneous
or even mutually orthogonal domain security postures into a
homogenous set of formal statements.

B. Domain Security Posture Alignment
With regards to the alignment of diverse/heterogeneous

domain-security postures using a standardized technique, the
current literature lacks foundational methods. Traditional mod-
els have proposed security methods, such as a state machine
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for enforcing access control in order to preserve confidential-
ity [19] or integrity [20] [21]. Although NIST has provided
guidelines for Security and Privacy Controls for Federal Infor-
mation Systems and Organizations [9], the security postures of
SoyKB related institutions such as e.g., University of Missouri
(MU) [22], University of Texas at Austin (UT) [23], and
University of Southern California (USC) [24] are heterogenous
and disproportionate. Institution policy documents range from
5 to 150 pages with limited, and in some cases - no alignment
with the NIST guidelines. Prior works such as [25] are similar
to our work, but present a top-down approach to implement
trust management using declarative language in federated
infrastructures. In contrast, our work presents a bottom-up
approach that compares existing institutional policies and
aligns them in terms of low-level policy statements to meet
security requirements of users using the NIST guidelines.
C. Traditional Resource Allocation Approaches

In terms of scheduling of data-intensive workflows us-
ing traditional QoS-driven resource allocation, different ap-
proaches based upon the broad goals of end-to-end per-
formance and dependability are proposed in [4], [5], [26].
Authors in [4] show how QoS requirements are determined by
the application traffic type, such as multimedia or file transfer.
In our earlier work on ADON (Application-Driven Overlay
Network-as-a-service) [5], we used hybrid cloud computing
architectures for on-demand and concurrent application han-
dling for accelerated performance of data-intensive application
workflows. The authors in [26] deal with end-to-end QoS
constraints in resource allocation of web services. In all of
these works, security among domains is not explicitly stated
within the service level objectives, when choosing amongst a
set of resource domains or interconnecting paths. Other works
such as [6], [7] extend end-to-end QoS-driven approaches to
include security requirements. However, security alignment
as a requirement for resource allocation has not been ad-
dressed in an end-to-end manner. Many applications opt to
instantiate point solutions such as SDN [27], and Network
Function Virtualization (NFV) [28] to mitigate attacks such as
DDoS [29] along with methods to test the solutions’ impact
on federated cloud security. In contrast, our work is unique
because we address the end-to-end multi-domain security
design by defining and aligning SSpecs of a data-intensive
application along its workflow lifecycle stages.
D. Security Architecture in Data-intensive Communities

Existing works pertaining to security and dependability
for federated multi-cloud resources in data-intensive research
communities mostly deal with security measures and point
solutions to counter confidentiality, availability, and integrity
threats. They also do not consider end-to-end security design
that helps in dynamic allocation and adaptation using such
measures. Exemplar solutions to Big Data transfer in a fed-
erated environment include Globus efforts [33] that provide
the ability to use point solutions such as InCommon [30],
OpenID [31] and X.509 [32] to access resources. The Large
Synoptic Survey Telescope (LSST) community on the other
hand provides detailed guidelines for multi-domain cyberse-
curity compliance with a list of threat mitigating capabilities
at involved domains [34]. These communities can benefit
from our formal approach of resource allocation based on
multi-domain security requirements, and augment their current
approach of manual co-ordination of policies to achieve end-
to-end security alignment.

III. PERFORMANCE AND SECURITY REQUIREMENTS OF
EXEMPLAR DATA-INTENSIVE APPLICATIONS

In this section, we present two uniquely different use-
cases that motivate our proposed security formalization and
alignment methods for joint QSpecs-SSpecs-driven, RSpecs-
compliant federated workflow management.

Fig. 3. SoyKB user workflows with different lifecycle stages and federated
multi-cloud resource requirements.

A. Distributed Computing Use Case
Knowledge Base (KB) approaches, in areas such as trans-

lational genomics and molecular breeding, allow researchers
to have a single point of information source. It can enable the
collaboration of experts in different areas such as Grass KB
(GrassKB), Rice KB (RiceKB), and Soybean KB (SoyKB).
An exemplar in this area is the SoyKB [11], which is a
comprehensive web resource developed at MU for soybean
translational genomics and breeding. The SoyKB application
handles the integration of soybean genomics and multi-omics
data along with gene function annotations, biological pathway
and trait information. The SoyKB has been featured as a model
distributed computing use case in the systems biology area
within the Open Science Grid community [35].

1) SoyKB performance requirements: The SoyKB work-
flow relies on the Pegasus [36] Workflow Management Sys-
tem, which splits the workflow into MPI jobs and maps them
to available high-performance computing (HPC) resources.
The workflow lifecycle stages involve large data sets being
transferred to MU for pre-processing. These datasets are
subsequently transferred to either a private cloud (at MU)
or community cloud sites of XSEDE (Extreme Science and
Engineering Discovery Environment) [37] (e.g., ISI [38],
TACC [39]) for analysis as shown in Fig. 3. Following
computation completion, the resultant processed data with
meaningful results (a portion of ≈ 50 Terabytes of data
accessible via iRODS [40] at iPlant datastore after removing
the intermediate analysis files) is transferred to MU, and
publicly available for the worldwide user community.

The performance (i.e., QSpecs) of the above end-to-end
lifecycle stages when handling the datasets (often several
Terabytes in size) can suffer from long execution times due to
dynamic workloads at HPC sites that lead to long queues, and
restrictive resource usage policies given that iPlant is operated
as a shared environment supporting several simultaneous users.
Various custom metrics at the system, network and application-
levels are instrumented with perfSONAR extensions [41] to
obtain timely and accurate performance intelligence of work-
flow status (e.g., log analysis and anomaly event notifica-
tions) along the different lifecycle stages. This instrumentation
guides optimization decisions that determine: (a) how and
where to run the data processing tasks between the various
available HPC site choices, and (b) whether data transfers need
a dedicated high-speed Layer 2 connectivity, or can go over
the regular Layer 3 Internet paths with firewall restrictions.

2) SoyKB security requirements: In order to understand
the SoyKB security requirements, we first study the threats
pertaining to the multi-cloud resources, software services
and user roles relevant to the SoyKB application workflow
management. In particular, we model the potential threats in a
structured approach using the Microsoft STRIDE [42] model
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that helps us to better understand the SoyKB data Confidential-
ity, Integrity, and Availability threats. The Microsoft STRIDE
model has been applied to a number of applications such as,
online banking and scientific computing to model and analyze
system vulnerability. Due its standardized approach, we use
and modify STRIDE as a lifecycle based model to assess the
security threats for our exemplar data-intensive application.
Following this, we translate them into formal SSpecs in a
NIST compatible way in order to aid security-driven resource
allocation. Readers can refer to Section IV-B for a specific
example where ensure NIST compatibility is ensured with
TACC policies alignment for the SoyKB application.

We have noted that a more common concern for users relates
to the data access levels (i.e., Loss of Confidentiality) for data-
in-motion/data-at-rest/data-in-use within the various lifecycle
stages. There is concern of unintended users having access to
data due to over-provisioning of privileges amongst the various
roles (e.g., KB administrator, domain scientist, data consumer).
There is also concern on the ability of strangers to make
data copies prior to formal publication of manuscripts, which
then may reduce the ‘value’ of the data (considering data is
treated as a currency in today’s science communities). Domain
scientists are also worried about data integrity issues (i.e., Loss
of Integrity) when data leaves their institutional boundary and
infrastructure is beyond their direct control. There are known
cases where data may be corrupted due to administrator error
in handling databases, or if a user action exceeds available
space for an analysis process. There are always the chances of
threats due to malicious attackers who may seek to deliberately
compromise data integrity to tarnish a scientist’s reputation,
or to make social statements on sensitive debate topics in
our society (e.g., in context of healthcare, finance or climate
change results). Lastly, there is a threat of users not being able
to access their data when needed (i.e., Loss of Availability)
due to e.g., administrator error involving inadvertent system
management actions. Such actions could cause major changes
to storage that may not get notified to users in a timely manner,
which may then result in partial or full loss of their data.
The security threats to SoyKB application at different lifecycle
stages are described using STRIDE model in Table I.

B. Remote Instrumentation Use Case
Increased access to high-speed networks and growing data

resolutions has made remote access of sophisticated scientific
instruments such as microscopes and spectrometers widely-
feasible and essential for domain scientists in areas such
as biochemistry, and material science/engineering. Cyber-
enabling expensive instruments (some could cost several
hundred-thousand dollars) via “remote instrumentation” allows
remote users to utilize these instruments when they are not
being used by local users, or to conduct collaborative studies
that require multiple experts at various sites.

1) EMC performance requirements: Fig. 4 shows the data
acquisition, analysis and collaboration lifecycle stages that
is common for application workflows. The stages pertain to
e.g., materials modeling or biological specimen analysis that
generate large amounts of raw and processed data sets and
image files. Assuming a sample has been loaded into an
electron microscope, there are two basic workflow patterns.
The first is remote observation, where a remote user or mul-
tiple remote users only view the instrument-control software
screens in real-time. The second workflow pattern is remote
steering, where one or more remote users also control the
instrument using an instrument control-lock passing feature.
In addition to access to electron microscopes, remote users
may also access the analysis tools and resources located at
EMC or at a remote computing facility for remote analytics. To
support this workflow pattern, data import from the instrument
of large data files (e.g., a tilt series data set can be >2GB)

Fig. 4. EMC user workflows with different stages of the lifecycle and
annotated with resource security requirements.

to a local or remote compute site with expensive/proprietary
and computation-intensive software packages is allowed. The
analysis results could add up to several Terabytes of data that
needs to be archived, annotated and widely shared amongst
the relevant domain science user communities. The unique
challenges are to handle the various user roles in these work-
flows (e.g., system administrator, remote collaborator, remote
observer), and managing the various instrument and file system
mapping (e.g., one user’s files could involve many instruments,
and file access permissions vary by user roles).

2) EMC security requirements: Using the extended
STRIDE model, we study the security threats to EMC
workflow lifecycle stages, especially at the instrument-level
to formalize the SSpecs. The most common concern again
relates to the control of data access levels (i.e., Loss of
Confidentiality) within the lifecycle stages. Instrument access
conflicts can also occur that invade privacy of users when
long-standing passwords of a remote desktop protocol enabled
server (mostly maintained and modified manually) are shared
with remote users hoping they maintain confidentiality. If
undesired password propagation occurs, unauthorized users
may access instrument functions without the anticipation or
permission of instrument administrators. The instrument ad-
ministrators are also particularly worried about remote access
to local resources or automatic software patches to instrument
computers that may break the functioning of the instrument, or
cause physical damage to scientific instrument parts. This can
in turn be prohibitively expensive to repair/restore, and causes
highly undesirable downtime especially in case of popularly
used instruments. There are chances of threats of outages (i.e.,
Loss of Availability) or incorrect data acquisition (i.e., Loss
of Integrity) when a user is accessing an instrument remotely
and is unfamiliar with the microscope’s advanced features;
he/she may unknowingly enter a keystroke/mouse-click when
the microscope is completing a previous task, which then could
cause devastating damage either to the microscope itself or
other components, such as the holder or camera. Moreover,
multiple concurrent logins to control an instrument remotely
have led to cases where the control software auto-locks and
crashes occur. This results in loss of data and wasted labor
hours, if a user is in the middle of an acquisition or analysis
process. The security threats to EMC application at different
lifecycle stages are described using STRIDE model in Table II.

IV. SOLUTION METHODOLOGY: FORMALIZATION,
ALIGNMENT, AND ALLOCATION

In this section, we present the details about our data-
intensive applications’ security requirements formalization ap-
proach. We also propose methods to align the multi-institution
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TABLE I
SOYKB APPLICATION SECURITY THREAT DESCRIPTION FOR DIFFERENT LIFECYCLE STAGES USING A MODIFIED STRIDE MODEL.

Type of Threat Data Acquisition Data Processing Data Collaboration
Identity Spoofing Illegitimate user accesses data

from an archive
Authorized need to process
data in computing sites

Access required to store data in
repository

Tampering of Data Modify data that transits the
network

During the analysis of the data
with the resources

Data transit from the comput-
ing sites to the iPlant storage

Repudiation Not Applicable Adversary alters performance
of resources in computing sites

Not Applicable

Information Disclosure Data flows in network get ex-
posed if not encrypted

Disclose data using unautho-
rized access in computing sites

Not Applicable

Denial of Service Not Applicable User fails to access resources
due to lack of permission

Denial in data transfer to iPlant
Storage

Elevation of Privilege Outsider gains privileged ac-
cess to compromise data

Access resources and violate
permissions

Person with low privileges may
claim and access storage

TABLE II
EMC APPLICATION SECURITY THREAT DESCRIPTION FOR DIFFERENT LIFECYCLE STAGES USING A MODIFIED STRIDE MODEL

Type of Threat Data Acquisition Data Processing Data Collaboration
Identity Spoofing Access data using valid creden-

tials in spite being a impostor
Authentication to access re-
sources in computing sites

To share data login details to
public clouds are required

Tampering of Data Authorized personnel may alter
the data in the instruments

Modify the data in transit from
instrument to analytical tools

Encryption needed for a data
flow from a public cloud

Repudiation Security measures of an instru-
ment compromised illegally

Analysis on compromised data
affects analytical software

Not Applicable

Information Disclosure Not Applicable Not Applicable Not Applicable
Denial of Service Compromise the instrument il-

legally and block access
Denial due to lack of privileges
need not be by a malicious user

Data transfer denied to public
clouds over a public network

Elevation of Privilege User not supposed to access
data from storage/instrument

Data analysis is performed by
an underprivileged person

Performance of resources as
accessed by privileged user

security policies, and provide an example set of activities
that can show how to analyze heterogeneous security policies
from multiple domains in a resource federation. Finally, we
present our joint QSpecs-SSpecs-driven and RSpecs-complaint
federated multi-cloud resource allocation scheme.

Fig. 5 shows the big picture of our overall scheme to
customize the collection of user’s security requirements in an
automated manner for a data-intensive application workflow.
It shows a set of high-level steps we envision for our proposed
novel method to formalize the security requirements i.e.,
SSpecs by using a predicate logic (Portunes Algebra [10])
and to align diverse domain security policies using NIST
guidelines [9] for various application lifecycle stages to aid the
overall resource allocation process. Once a resource allocation
is determined, risk assessment of the allocation outcome
considering the security threats in Tables I and II is performed
(as detailed in Section V-C) to check the correctness.

Fig. 5. Overview of security requirements collection, formalization, align-
ment, and resource allocation steps for data-intensive application workflows.

A. End-to-End Formalization of User SSpecs
As the first step towards joint QSpecs-SSpecs-driven,

RSpecs-complaint resource allocation, we define and formalize

a data-intensive application’s SSpecs. Although existing cloud
environments, such as the Global Environment for Network
Innovations (GENI) [43], make use of RSpecs and QSpecs to
request available resources, definition and characterization of
SSpecs from an application’s security requirements is not ad-
dressed directly in the orchestration of the workflow lifecycle.
In the following, we list the key challenges in formalizing of
security requirements to SSpecs.

1) Challenges in formalizing SSpecs: The main challenges
in formalizing SSpecs of any data-intensive application from
the application’s data-level and instrument-level requirements
can be listed as follows: (a) As the size, nature, and structure
of data for a data-intensive application changes along the
workflows lifecycle, so do the security requirements change
associated with the data. Representing such changes in a
standardized manner becomes even more complicated when
the different stages are executed within multiple domains.
(b) Not all domains in a resource federation will treat data
classification with a unified standard, because domains carry
their own classification of data in their security postures.
Moreover, not all domains will be willing to accept an
overriding security classification standard on top of their
own domain posture. (c) A data-intensive application’s data
security classification is generally defined according to the
originating domain’s security posture. However, due to the
diversity of different domain postures, in most cases such
classifications become reduced to a conservative setup, with
the originating domain bearing the bulk of the risk for ensuring
end-to-end security. (d) Although security requirements of a
data-intensive application are predominantly data-driven, they
directly correspond to multi-cloud (network/compute/storage)
resources where the data resides. (e) For any given stage in
a workflow’s lifecycle, additional security requirements may
be added on top of any initial security requirements, such as
scientific instruments generating the data, software analysis
tools, and personnel associated and their privileges. The formal
security requirements definition needs to have flexibility to
accommodate such provisions.
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Bearing in mind such challenges, we define SSpecs of a
data-intensive application as:

Definition 1 (SSpecs): A formal data structure to describe
the security requirements of an application for any stage
during the workflow lifecycle at the granularity of both the
data-level and instrument-level, which includes factors of
multi-cloud resources for handling the data, and software tools
or personnel for handling scientific instruments i.e., major
resources such as spectrometers, microscopes, and telescopes.

Fig. 6. A data-intensive application’s proposed SSpecs in terms of data and
auxiliary requirements.

Example: Fig. 6 shows a pictorial representation of our
proposed SSpecs formalization for a typical data-intensive
application. The data structure is divided into lifecycle stages
with each lifecycle stage further divided into Data and Aux-
iliary security requirements. The Data requirements are again
divided in to specific multi-cloud resource requirements in
terms of network, compute and storage resources in order
to facilitate joint QSpecs-SSpecs-driven, RSpecs-compliant re-
source brokering. Both Data and Auxiliary requirements are
expressed using security requirement categories that follow
the: (a) NIST guidelines, (b) description of the requirement
for that category and (c) level (High/Medium/Low) of that
requirement.

2) Application workflow lifecycle based SSpecs structure:
Every data-intensive application workflow can be viewed as
a collection of lifecycle stages such as: acquisition, prepro-
cessing, processing, analysis, and collaboration as illustrated
earlier in Fig. 1. Given that the lifecycle stage division is
associated with QSpecs requirements, our approach is to
follow a natural progression for defining SSpecs based on
the compute, storage and network resources in the different
domains involved in the distributed resource allocation.

Defining SSpecs on the basis of the application workflow
lifecycle serves two purposes. Firstly, a lifecycle based ap-
proach obviates the need for having the application user(s)
original site’s security posture as an overarching influence on
the application SSpecs. This in turn removes any chance of
potential conflict between the data classification rules used to
define the SSpecs and any other domain’s (along the lifecycle)
security posture. Secondly, such a lifecycle based characteriza-
tion makes the addition of SSpecs into any resource allocation
algorithm that uses QSpecs as the differentiating factor in
choosing ideal domains and paths.

TABLE III
NIST SP 800E GUIDELINES COMPATIBLE DATA AND AUXILIARY

SECURITY CATEGORIES AND FAMILY NAMES

Data Requirements Auxiliary requirements
ID Family ID Family
AC Access Control AT Awareness and Training
AU Audit and Accountability CM Configuration Management
CA Security Assessment and

Authorization
CP Contingency Planning

IA Identification and Authenti-
cation

IR Incident Response

SA System and Services Ac-
quisition

MA Maintenance

SC System and Communica-
tion Protection

MP Media Protection

SI System and Information In-
tegrity

PE Physical and Environmental
Protection

PL Planning
PM Program Management
PS Personnel Security
RA Risk Assessment

3) Data and Auxiliary Security Requirements based SSpecs
structure: For any given stage of the workflow lifecycle,
application SSpecs is divided into Data and Auxiliary security
requirements. The Data requirements are based upon the
factors (categories) that directly relate to the data security
involving the multi-cloud resources. We use the NIST SP
800E guidelines [9] for the comprehensive list of 18 security
and privacy control categories for federal information systems.
Table III shows the list of 18 categories divided into Data and
Auxiliary security requirements and their corresponding NIST
SP 800E descriptions. We remark that the Table III represents a
comprehensive list of security related categories/issues that can
be adapted for any given data-intensive application workflow.

The category description in the SSpecs data structure (as
shown in Fig. 6) differs from that of the description in
Table III. Descriptions in the data structure represents the
security requirements that are specified by the application for
that particular category. Depending upon the description, the
corresponding category at a particular lifecycle stage is given
either a High/Moderate/Low level ranking based on the NIST
guidelines. As an example, in Fig. 6, public data accessed
by anyone in a particular domain/stage is deemed as Low
level security requirement by NIST guidelines. In general,
applications do not specify any particular requirements for
most categories at different lifecycle stages. Further, if secu-
rity requirements are not mentioned for any category for a
particular lifecycle stage or even for the entire workflow, the
security requirement level is set as Default.

Auxiliary requirements are the security specifications im-
posed on a workflow on top of the Data requirements involv-
ing multi-cloud resources. These mainly deal with security
requirements that cannot be categorized into network, compute
or storage resources. They involve combinations of scientific
instruments, analysis tools and related software licenses, and
users/personnel requirements of the workflow lifecycle stages.
We plan to associate 11 out of the 18 NIST security control
categories with Auxiliary security requirements of a data-
intensive application. The method of assigning levels for such
an Auxiliary requirement category is the same as in the case
of the Data requirements discussed in the previous section
and shown in Fig. 6. For example, a scientific instrument at
lifecycle stage 1 of a data-intensive application might require
expert handling by technical staff with sufficient training.
However, the security requirements might consider faculty
and graduate students as sufficiently trained and only requires
technician staff in the lab to be adequately trained. According
to the NIST security descriptions from [44], such requirements
fall under the category of ‘Awareness and training’ (AT) and
can be ranked as Moderate as shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 7. SoyKB application SSpecs for different stages of the application lifecycle.

Similarly, user and personnel related security requirements
can also be included into the Auxiliary requirements of
SSpecs. The reputation/trust of inter- or intra-domain users
associated with the workflow is an important factor in deciding
whether the security (in terms of confidentiality, integrity and
availability) of the overall workflow is being compromised or
not. Thus, for each given user associated with any stage of
the workflow, the history of the user using that application,
or similar applications, or even resources associated with
that application could be taken into account. They can be
specified as a part of a security category description. It can
subsequently be scored with a level according to the NIST SP
800E guidelines. We identify, categories such as ‘Personnel
Security’ (PS) and partly ‘Risk Assessment’ (RA) as the areas
where such user related requirements can be specified. We note
that such user related security requirements are not the same as
the ‘Access Control’ (AC) category, which mostly deals with
access to data at different lifecycle stages.

Fig. 7 shows an example mockup of our SoyKB SSpecs
for all the lifecycle stages from the application security re-
quirements. The requirements need to be collected through
a careful and relevant discussion with the application users
for network, compute, storage resources for different stages
of the workflow. At the Acquisition stage, the security re-
quirements mostly pertain to network resources, with compute
and storage security requirements set to Default. Compute
and storage security requirements tend to be more elaborate
for processing and collaboration stages, respectively. Whereas
the auxiliary requirements could be more all-encompassing
where requirements, such as awareness and training, personnel
security, and risk assessment require consistently substantial
protection throughout the application lifecycle.

B. Domain/resource policy alignment across multiple domains
One of the major barriers to joint performance and security-

driven resource management is the fact that in most cases
the domain security postures involving RSpecs are diverse.
Thus, they cannot be easily compared with application secu-
rity requirements for compliance. This is especially true for
many public and private institutions (especially universities)
in the United States who separate their security classification
levels for different resources from anywhere between three
to six levels that are difficult to align. We analyzed the data
classification policies of a selection of universities related to
the SoyKB application as shown in Table IV: on one hand,
institutions such as, TACC [23], ISI [24] classify the data
into three different categories. Whereas, MU [22] on the other
hand, classifies data into four different categories.

Given that the security policies for each of these classifi-
cations vary between institutions, we address the challenges
of ensuring security specification compliance while reserving
federated resources through a homogenization method that
we developed for meeting needs of both application users
and the resource providers. More specifically, we study how
inconsistencies between the classification levels of institutions

TABLE IV
COMPARISON OF SECURITY POLICY LEVELS OF DIFFERENT INSTITUTIONS

MU TACC ISI
Highly Restricted Confidential Highly Sensitive
Restricted Controlled Sensitive
Sensitive Published Private
Public - -

can cause confusion in how the domain resources should
be classified. TACC for instance, does not classify any of
its information as ‘Public’, thus making all the resources
apparently secured. Whereas the definition of ‘Sensitive’ at
MU is different than the same at ISI. In addition to resource
classification, the length and complexity of the security posture
differs greatly with one institution having a 7-page generic
posture with high-level policies and 7 different categories,
whereas another institution having a very detailed posture with
intricate policies of over 160 pages and over 30 categories.

Thus, in order to align such diverse/heterogeneous security
postures into homogenous policy statements that can make
the domain RSpecs comparable to the application’s SSpecs for
resource brokering, we propose a 3-step security alignment
scheme. Fig. 8 shows our envisioned 3-step scheme, where
we first categorize the policies based on the type of resources
(i.e., network, compute or storage). Following this, we drill
down security policies pertaining to each of the resource types
into homogenous formal policy statements using the “Portunes
Algebra” [10]. Finally, we assign security levels to each such
resources by applying the NIST SP 800E guidelines. The
outcome of such a process is a homogenous categorization
of different domain RSpecs that can be consistent with a data-
intensive application’s SSpecs.

1) Portunes Algebra: Most of the times domain policies
pertaining to resources are set at a high-level that need to be
drilled-down to low-level formal security statements as shown
in Fig. 8. To this end, we use Portunes algebra to perform
the first step of Fig. 8, where we align physical, digital,
and social security polices within a domain to remove incon-
sistencies. The alignment converts the diverse/heterogeneous
security postures of multiple domains into a homogenous set
of formal statements. The Portunes architecture comprises of
an environment layer that provides a conceptual overview
at a higher-level of abstraction, and a predicate logic that
helps expressing high-level policies as low-level symbolic
representation of variables and combinations. It divides the
environment for which specific policies are defined into three
layers: spatial, object and data, as shown in Fig. 9. The spatial
layer includes the physical locations of resources specified in
a policy; the object layer consists of objects, such as actual
resources in policy descriptions; the data layer presents the
digital data of interest mentioned in the policies.

Although, the authors in [10] proposed the Portunes algebra
to align and find inconsistencies in polices within a domain,
our work is the first to use the Portunes framework to drill-
down both generic postures (i.e., high level policies, e.g., MU)
and fine-grained postures (i.e., low level policies, e.g., TACC).
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Fig. 8. Logical steps to align diverse domain policies to obtain standardized NIST-compatible security policies.

Fig. 9. Logical representation of Portunes algebra with low-level policies
described around resources and data in spatial, object and data layers

We convert spatial, object, and data layer specific policies
into formal homogenous statements. Such a vertical alignment
of policies of each domain using Portunes algebra in turn
helps horizontal alignment and homogenization of policies
across domains, thus facilitating joint QSpecs-SSpecs-driven,
RSpecs-compliant resource allocation. Below, we discuss using
examples, the relevant concepts in applying Portunes algebra
to represent simple and complex policies.

Definition 2 (Policy): A policy is a theory Θ in first-order
predicate logic, with behaviors T ∈ T , and P ( ), a distin-
guished prefix-closed predicate over behaviors.

The formula P (T ) means that behavior or action T is
permitted or possible; ∼ P (T ) means that a behavior T is
forbidden or impossible. If neither P (T ) nor ∼ P (T ) can
be derived from a policy, then the permissibility of T is
undecided. In Portunes, a behavior is expressed as a function
of actions, and it uses three specific functions, such as netelav
(ne), netmove (nm), and netcopy (nc) to express all types of
action in a policy.

Definition 3 (Neteval): Any action involving delegation of
tasks corresponds to the semantic function neteval (ne) in
Portunes.

To elucidate, when the main server assigns a task to another
server, function ne is used to express such an action.

Definition 4 (Netmove): Any action involving data move-
ment or transfer from one location to another corresponds to
the semantic function netmove (nm) in Portunes.

For instance, a nm function is used for a server executing

login and logout operations, as credential data transfer takes
place while login and logout.

Definition 5 (Netcopy): Any action involving data not leav-
ing a location, but simply copied and pasted to another
corresponds to the semantic function netcopy (nc) in Portunes.

For example, if a server performs a backup operation,
function nc is used to express such an action.

Definition 6 (Simple policy): A simple policy is a set of
sentences Θ of the form P (T ) or ∼ P (T ), with T being
a behavior.

A simple policy can be understood as assigning to each
behavior a value among: don’t care, permitted, forbidden, or
contradiction. Many policies allow certain behavior, however
they require that a certain result can be achieved in relation to
an institution goal. Often, it is not of essential importance how
this result is achieved. For example, there should be at least
one possible way to change the configuration of an e-mail
server. This means that security policies can forbid all but
one of the concerned behaviors, as long as this one behavior
remains possible. We can thus have a situation where out of
a set of behaviors, at least one should be possible.

Example 6.1: Remote access of public data is permitted by
using Secure Shell (SSH).

The corresponding Portunes representation of the policy will
be nc(publicData, ssh).

Definition 7 (Extended policy): An extended policy Θ is a
set of sentences of the form φ1 ∨ φ2 ∨ · · · ∧ φn, where each
φi is of the form P (T ) or ∼ P (T ), with T being a behavior,
and ∨ and ∧ denote conjunction and disjunction of policies,
respectively.

The extended policies are only “extended” with respect
to simple policies, not with respect to the general notion of
policy. Extended policies are a subset of high-level policies to
be found in generic postures, and simple policies are a subset
of extended policies to be found in detailed postures.

Example 7.1: The server data should never leave a secure
server.

The corresponding Portunes representation of the
policy will be nm(serverData, secureServer)
∧ nc(serverData, secureServer) assuming netmove
and netcopy being the only two actions permitted on secure
server data.

Example 7.2: The server should make sure only a valid user
who is authenticated and authorized accesses the system.

The Portunes representation here will be ne(users, Server)
∧ − ne(authUsers, Server), assuming neteval is the only
action to know whether the person is authenticated.
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2) Converting TACC RSpecs into Portunes statements::
Herein, we demonstrate examples of TACC RSpecs, i.e., U. of
Texas at Austin (UT) security policies (UT-IRUSP) statements
being converted into Portunes statements and categorized into
network, compute, storage resources, or auxiliary policies.
Although the UT-IRUSP statement document is more than
150 pages long, below we show few examples of simple and
extended policy statement alignment using Portunes algebra
for the SoyKB application workflow.

UT-IRUSP 4.2.3 mandates monitoring for identifying and
disabling of unauthorized (i.e., rogue) wireless access points.
The corresponding Portunes statement is:

〈nm(∼ (ne(WAP, 1l, Server) ∨
nm(U WAP, 1l, Server)))〉lt

where WAP is Wireless Access Point and U WAP is unautho-
rized WAP. The location predicate 1l denotes that the server
can be located at any generic location, and the entire statement
is true of all such generic locations signified by the expression
lt. This statement belongs specifically to a network resource.

UT-IRUSP 4.3 recommends that UT Austin must approve all
network hardware connected to UT network system resource in
order to ensure integrity, the corresponding Portunes statement
is as follows:

〈∼ nm(System, 1l, UT SytemResources) ∨
nm(auth sys, 1p, UT SystemResources)〉tt

Similar to the location predicate, 1p denotes the process
predicate for any generic process, and tt signifies satisfaction
of all kinds of predicate logic. This statement can also be
categorized exclusively to network resources.

For compute resource specific policies, UT-IRUSP 17.1.3
states vulnerability assessments are performed annually, at
minimum, to identify software and configuration weaknesses
within information systems, yielding the Portunes statement

〈(nc(results, file, 1l) ∧
ne(assess, software, InformationSystems))〉tt

An example of a specific policy UT-IRUSP 4.2.1 requires
to establish and communicate to users the roles and condi-
tions under which remote or wireless access to information
resources containing confidential data is permitted, leading to
the Portunes statement:

〈∼ ne(person, 1p, P rimaryServer) ∨
nm(person, 1p, server)〉tt

The above examples are only a small subset of Portunes state-
ment that we generated from TACC and ISI domain/resource
security policies. For resource allocation of SoyKB application
using OnTimeURB, we converted all the policies belonging to
UT and USC that are relevant to the SoyKB application.

3) NIST conversion: As shown in Fig. 8, once the security
postures are translated into Portunes statements, we apply
NIST guidelines from NIST SP 800E document [9]. By this,
we determine the security level (High/Medium/Low/Default)
of each type of resource and for each of the 18 categories.
To elaborate, we first take Portunes statements of the security
policies of various domains along with the NIST specification
of a security rule where we have 25 subrules, and compare
these to the Portunes statements considered initially. Based
on these steps, we determine whether a chosen security policy
belongs to a High, Medium or Low category. We take the help
of the detailed descriptions provided in [9] and perform our
proposed 3-step scheme to get the aligned RSpecs of a domain
that can be easily compared with application SSpecs for joint
QSpecs-SSpecs-driven, RSpecs-compliant resource allocation.

C. Resource allocation optimization
As the final step of our solution approach (Step 4 in

Fig. 5), we model the joint QSpecs-SSpecs-driven, RSpecs-

compliant federated resource allocation problem along the life-
cycle stages of a data-intensive application as a 0-1 Knapsack
problem that will: (a) be practical, and easy to operationalize
in practice, (b) consider the overall budget of the domain
scientists for resource allocation, (c) take into account the cost
of resource reservations in different domains, given that cost
to the researcher will be different at private, community and
public clouds, and (d) ensure non-polynomial time complexity.

The simplistic 0-1 Knapsack problem formulation is as
follows:

maximize
∑
d∈D

Rd × xd

subject to
∑
d∈D

Cd × xd ≤ B and xd ∈ {0, 1}

where Rd is the resource allocation from domain d, Cd is the
cost of the corresponding resources from domain d, D is the
total set of the candidate domains, and B is the overall budget
of the domain scientist for resource allocation.

The above simplistic formulation becomes non-trivial to
solve due to the following constraints. Number of domains,
the domains involved, and their corresponding resource types
vary between different stages of the application lifecycle.
Hence, the entire private, community, and public cloud
domain pool D is divided into overlapping domains sets
D={D1, D2, · · · , DN} based on N lifecycle stages. At the
same time, the allocated resource Rd from a domain d ∈ D at
any lifecycle stage is a vector represented in terms of network,
compute and storage resources that should satisfy the QSpecs
of the data-intensive application. However, the QSpecs of any
application is an end-to-end requirement and is represented
as a vector of relevant performance and QoS metrics such as
execution time and end-to-end throughput. Thus, the mapping
of end-to-end QSpecs into lifecycle stage resource allocations
and subsequent optimization for the entire lifecycle engenders
new challenges.

Furthermore, at each stage of the lifecycle, the resource
allocation outcome should satisfy both the application’s SSpecs
which can be achieved by considering only certain domains
whose aligned RSpecs satisfy application’s requirements.
Thus, we design the entire problem as a multi-constrained
nested Knapsack problem for each stage of the application
lifecycle. We consider the resources, security, and budget
requirements of the applications as well as the resource,
security, and cost constraints of the domains. We remark that
our approach requires SSpecs to be applied for each of the
different lifecycle stages separately. This approach is beneficial
particularly in cases where each lifecycle stage is handled
by different domains with heterogeneous resource policies. In
addition, each lifecycle stage might involve different sets of
resources, and thus it is relatively simplistic to apply SSpecs
separately for each of the lifecycle stages.

Therefore, the new multi-constrained nested Knapsack prob-
lem can be formulated as:

maximize

N∑
i=1

∑
d∈Di

Rd × xd

subject to
∑
d∈D

Cd × xd ≤ B

& xd ∈ {0, 1}
& SecLevelOf(d)� SecLevelOf(a) = 1 ∀ xd = 1

Operation � on SecLevelOf() function with domain
RSpecs and application SSpecs as arguments is assumed to
ensure conformity. Although this is a NP-hard problem, close
to optimal solution can be achieved through well-known
dynamic programming and greedy approaches. Our proposed
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cost-aware joint QSpecs-SSpecs-driven, RSpecs-compliant op-
timization algorithm shown in Algorithm 1 tries to solve
the 3-gear optimization problem shown in Fig. 2 with a
close to optimal greedy approach. The algorithm takes an
application’s SSpecs SSl, QSpecs QSl for each lifecycle stage
l and different domain’s resource availability RAd, and aligned
RSpecs/domain policies DPd as inputs where d ∈ D, and
D is the set of domains. The outcome of the algorithm is
a resource allocation vector Aa of an application a in terms
of network, compute, and storage resources at optimal private,
public, and community cloud locations. This outcome is based
on the different lifecycle stages and corresponding cost Ca that
satisfies both the SSpecs and QSpecs, and is within the overall
application resource budget B.

Algorithm 1 follows a greedy heuristic where the available
resources at each domain are checked for satisfiability of the
application QoS requirements. If satisfied, then each of the
network, compute, storage, and auxiliary security requirements
of the application SSpecs is compared with the aligned RSpecs
of the domain. If the domain RSpecs have equal or higher
security level than the corresponding application SSpecs, then
that domain is considered to satisfy the application SSpecs.
This way when both the QSpecs and SSpecs requirements’
satisfiability are evaluated for all the domains, the domain
offering the minimum resource cost is chosen to be the
destination domain for that particular lifecycle stage. Similarly
domains with minimum cost but satisfying the requirements
are chosen for each lifecycle stage. The total cost of allocation
is thus minimized, with application requirements also being
satisfied. Such greedy allocation may not always guarantee
the maximum amount of resources allocated; however, it can
ensure user satisfaction and near optimal allocation. Next,
in Section V, we show the implementation outcome of this
algorithm for exemplar data-intensive applications.

Algorithm 1: Cost aware joint optimization based resource
allocation algorithm

Data: SSpecs SSl = {SN
l , SC

l , SS
l , SA

l } of application for each lifecycle stage
l

Data: QSpecs QSl = {QN
l , QC

l , QS
l } of application for each lifecycle stage l

Data: Overall resource budget B of the application
Data: Resource availability RAd = {RN

d , RC
d , RS

d } of each candidate domain
d

Data: Unit cost Cd = {CN
d , CC

d , CS
d } of each candidate domain d

Data: Aligned RSpecs or domain policies DPd = {PN
d , PC

d , PS
d , PA

d } of each
candidate domain d

Result: Resource allocation Aa and total cost Ca of application a
for each lifecycle stage l ∈ L do

/* Finding the domains that satisfy QSpecs and
SSpecs */

for all candidate domains d ∈ D do
if
(
RN

d ≥ resourceEquv(QN
l ) && RC

d ≥ resourceEquv(QC
l ) &&

RS
d ≥ resourceEquv(QS

l )
)

then
if
(

SecLevelOf(SN
l ) ≥ SecLevelOf(PN

d ) && SecLevelOf(SC
l )

≥ SecLevelOf(PC
d ) && SecLevelOf(SS

l ) ≥ SecLevelOf(PS
d )

&& SecLevelOf(SA
l ) ≥ SecLevelOf(PA

d )
)

then
AN

d = resourceEquv(QN
l );

AC
d = resourceEquv(QC

l );
AS

d = resourceEquv(QS
l );

else
AN

d = 0; AC
d = 0; AS

d = 0;
else

AN
d = 0; AC

d = 0; AS
d = 0;

Ad = {AN
d , AC

d , AS
d };

At = append(Ad)
end
/* Selecting a domain by minimizing unit cost */
Af = minimize(At, Cd);
Al = append(Af );
Cf = CostOf(Af );
C = C + Cf ;

end
if C ≤ B then

Return Aa = {Al};
Return Ca = C;

else
Return Failure;

V. ONTIMEURB IMPLEMENTATION AND EVALUATION

In this section, we first discuss the implementation of the
proposed security formalization, policy alignment, and joint
QSpecs-SSpecs-driven, RSpecs-compliant federated resource
allocation schemes in our OnTimeURB framework. Next, we
will discuss the use of the framework to provision federated
resources for distributed computing (i.e., SoyKB) and remote
instrumentation (i.e., EMC) use cases and evaluate the re-
source allocation outcome performance results. Finally, we
will discuss the results of NIST based risk assessment and
robustness evaluation of our resource allocation outcome.

A. OnTimeURB Implementation
We implement our proposed security formalization, policy

alignment, and optimization schemes shown in Fig. 5 by
developing software elements and tools as part of a unified
resource broker framework, viz., OnTimeURB. It intelligently
uses multi-cloud resources, and point solutions to dynam-
ically manage and adapt federated resources in an agile,
timely and policy-compliant manner. It does so by implement-
ing SSpecs formalization using “SSpecs Generator”, RSpecs
alignment using “RSpecs Generator”, and joint optimization
algorithm using “Optimization and Orchestration” modules.
OnTimeURB modules such as “’Network Controller” and
“Compute Controller” allocate network and compute resources
based on the optimization outcome. OnTimeURB is built using
RESTful APIs [45] that are modular, and interoperable with
common data-intensive application deployments. This design
approach also enables OnTimeURB to be integrated with e.g.,
popular Shibboleth-based [46] federated authentication and
authorization frameworks.

B. Resource Allocation and Performance Evaluation
Herein, we discuss the resource allocation outcome for

SoyKB and EMC applications as part of the OnTimeURB
framework evaluation.

1) SoyKB performance evaluation: We use our On-
TimeURB framework to provision resources for the SoyKB
application, specifically for compute location selection for the
Processing stage and ensuing network path selection to the
final storage facility at iPlant. This is because the SoyKB appli-
cation mandates data to be collected at MU at the Acquisition
stage and final public access from the iPlant data store. The
three choices for compute location selection were: a private
cloud at MU, and HPC clusters at community clouds such as:
TACC, and ISI. The outcome of OnTimeURB joint QSpecs-
SSpecs-driven resource allocation scheme is shown in Fig. 10
where TACC community cloud resources are chosen over MU
and ISI for data processing. Fig. 10 also shows the outcome
of our previous ADON [5] based resource allocation that
uses a traditional QSpecs-driven allocation, and only SSpecs-
driven allocation. The figure shows that in case of ADON,
local MU private cloud resources are chosen over community
cloud resources, and for only SSpecs-driven allocation remote
community cloud at ISI is chosen over TACC.

Figs. 11(a) and 11(b) show the reason behind the choice of
MU private cloud over community cloud with ADON-based
QSpecs-driven allocation. Fig. 11(a) shows that due to local
resource availability and high priority task scheduling at local
site (higher queue), the compute time for different sizes of
soybean genomic data at MU private cloud is much faster than
community clouds, such as TACC and ISI which are quite
similar in resource characteristics. Fig. 11(b) shows longer
latency between local MU site to iPlant community cloud;
however data movement within community clouds (TACC,
ISI, and iPlant) is much faster due to higher bandwidth
availability. Finally, Fig. 11(c) presents the overall data transfer
time showing individual portions of times responsible for data
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Fig. 10. Comparing network path and domain selection outcomes for
different lifecycle stages for SoyKB workflow between only QSpecs-driven,
only SSpecs-driven and joint QSpecs-SSpecs-driven allocation.

transfer: (a) from local site to HPC site, and (b) from HPC
site to iPlant storage. It is important to note that the majority
of the transfer time for MU is comprised by time taken to
transfer genome data from local machine to MU private cloud
which is due to the last mile problem. The overall longer
transfer time for private cloud can also be attributed to the
lack of sophisticated data management tools (e.g., iRODS
with parallel file transfer functions) availability resulting in
longer transfer times. Although transfer time performance
for MU private cloud is worse than to other community
clouds, the scale of transfer time deterioration (in seconds)
is no match to the scale of improvement in compute time
(in minutes). Therefore, the overall end-to-end execution time
remains superior at MU and consequently the QSpecs-driven
resource allocation chooses MU private cloud over community
clouds at TACC or ISI.

However, Fig. 12 shows a different story as far as satisfying
the SoyKB SSpecs is concerned. We can particularly note
the three domains’ aligned NIST-inspired RSpecs for network,
compute and auxiliary security policies (no storage, as it is
irrelevant for Processing stage) and their compliance with
SoyKB SSpecs for Processing stage (as shown in Fig. 7).
The levels representing lower and higher (or equal) than the
SoyKB application’s SSpecs levels for different categories are
shown using annotations in Fig. 12. We see that MU, due to
its low-granularity and high level policies and small number
of security APIs, exhibits less than required security standards
and a lack of transparency against possible threats. Whereas,
community clouds, such as TACC and ISI that are designed
for remote HPC collaboration, with more descriptive and fine-
grained security postures, support all of the SoyKB security
requirements. Therefore OnTimeURB resource allocation al-
gorithm (Algorithm 1) chooses TACC as the final Processing
site due to two reasons: (i) compliance with SoyKB SSpecs,
and (ii) marginally better performance than ISI in terms of
end-to-end execution (compute and transfer time) time.

Note that only SSpecs-driven allocation chooses ISI over
TACC because of the fact that ISI RSpecs are more stringent in
a few categories than TACC (annotated in Fig. 12) making ISI
a marginally better option than TACC in terms of security. This
proves the counter-intuitive argument that remote community
clouds, such as TACC and ISI that are tailor-made for data-
intensive computation such as SoyKB, are more suited to
satisfy both performance and security requirements over local
campus private clouds.

2) EMC performance evaluation: In the second experi-
ment, we use the OnTimeURB framework to perform an
image processing task at EMC. The two candidate domains
for the experiment were a private cloud at MU and a remote
public cloud instance at Amazon Web Services (AWS) [47].

This setup was based on a cost calculation that considered
the overall budget set aside for the image processing task.
The image processing is performed using IMOD software
suite [48], which is a set of image processing, modeling and
display programs used for tomographic reconstruction and for
3D reconstruction of EM serial sections and optical sections.
We used the newstack’ command in IMOD which takes
raw image data from the microscope and converts it into an
image stack file. Size of image data varies depending on the
raw image resolution and pixel count. For the experimental
setup, we installed GPU instances at both private cloud (MU)
and public cloud (AWS) because the IMOD program is built
with CUDA. For the local MU private cloud, we used a
single GPU instance as the cost of computation does not
vary significantly; whereas at AWS, we used 2 GPU instances
with varying computational capability (AWS has only 2 GPU
instances in comparison to 20 CPU instances) and prices.
The standard instance (AWS-Ins2) was priced at $0.65/hr,
whereas the faster instance (AWS-Ins1 with 4x speedup) that
was priced at $2.60/hr.

The outcome of OnTimeURB joint QSpecs-SSpecs-driven
resource allocation scheme is shown in Fig. 13 where AWS-
Ins2 is chosen over MU and AWS-Ins1. Fig. 13 also shows the
outcome of our previous ADON [5] based resource allocation
that uses a traditional QSpecs-driven allocation, and only
SSpecs-driven allocation. The reason for such an outcome
can be explained with results shown in Fig. 14 where we
see that the computation time for both AWS instances are
higher than that of the MU private cloud for all sizes of raw
image files, with AWS-Ins1 being marginally better than AWS-
Ins2. Thus, in terms of only performance, i.e., ADON based
allocation, AWS-Ins1 is chosen. Now in terms of security,
public cloud resources (AWS-Ins1 or AWS-Ins2) having better
classification of security policies and more fine grained posture
become an obvious choice for only SSpecs-driven allocation.
However, OnTimeURB chooses AWS-Ins2 for two reasons: (i)
AWS better satisfies EMC application’s security requirements
than MU private cloud, and (ii) AWS-Ins2 guarantees almost
similar computation time with AWS-Ins1 for all sizes of raw
image file, however, at a much lower (4x) cost. Overall, the
EMC application performance results demonstrate the utility
of a public cloud i.e., AWS to provide better performance and
security over local private clouds, however at a cost to the
domain scientists, which at times can be a significant amount
depending on the size and type of data being processed.
C. Security Risk Assessment and Robustness Evaluation

In order to evaluate the robustness of the OnTimeURB op-
timization and domain selection outcome against well known
and relevant cyber attack threats, we use the NIST [12] based
risk assessment method.

1) Assessment methodology: The NIST [12] method for
conducting risk assessments is a widely accepted procedure
to analyze the security robustness and dependability of a
system. The risk assessment study allows us to evaluate the
security robustness of our joint QSpecs-SSpecs-driven, RSpecs-
compliant federated resource allocation for the two exemplar
data-intensive applications i.e., SoyKB and EMC. The risk
calculation from a threat event using the NIST method is
shown in Fig. 15, and involves the following steps:
• Assess the likelihood of threat occurrence on basis of

probability of initiation and success.
• Assess the level of Impact in event of a successful attack.
• The overall Risk score is a combination of the likelihood

and impact.
Of all the possible threat events in the NIST guidelines, we

identified six events with one for each STRIDE model threat
category that are potentially ‘High’ to ‘Moderate’ security
risks (based on ‘Impact’ values) to a candidate domain for the
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(a) Compute time comparison (b) Processed data transfer time comparison (c) Overall transfer time comparison

Fig. 11. SoyKB application performance comparison at different processing locations for different sizes for genome data.

Fig. 12. RSpecs alignment outcome of SoyKB application candidate sites/domains and their annotated compliance and non-compliance with SoyKB SSpecs
.

Fig. 13. Comparing image processing selection outcomes for computation
stage for EMC application between only QSpecs-driven, only SSpecs-driven
and joint QSpecs-SSpecs-driven allocation.

SoyKB and EMC applications. Table V shows the NIST defi-
nitions of such events along with SoyKB and EMC application
relevance, corresponding STRIDE model threat category (from
Tables I, and II), and relative impact on the applications. We
assess the security robustness of the candidate domains against
each of the six events for the two exemplar data-intensive
applications, i.e., MU, TACC, and ISI for SoyKB, and MU,
and AWS for EMC. We use a pre-defined semi-quantitative
scale of 0-10 as guided by NIST for the impact/likelihood
event assessments, with 10 indicating very high, 8 indicating
a high, 5 indicating a moderate, 2 indicating a low, and 0
indicating very low levels of impact. For the assessment, the
three basic attack variables, e.g., Likelihood of Initiation (LoI),
Likelihood of Success (LoS), and Impact of the attack are
assigned values using the NIST guidelines. The final Risk
value is calculated using the method illustrated in Fig. 15.
In the figure, f1 is defined as a max() function with the

Fig. 14. EMC application image processing performance comparison at MU
(private cloud) and AWS (public cloud) sites for different image file sizes.

Fig. 15. NIST based Risk assessment model from likelihood and threat
impact factors.

likelihoods as arguments. Whereas, f2 is an davg()e function
between overall likelihood and impact. The only exception
condition for the function is as follows: if any basic variable
value is 0, then the overall Risk for that scenario becomes 0, as
the risk for such event is completely nullified. Any value upon
calculation is rounded off to the nearest upper bound integer
value among the five possible pre-defined values. The rational
behind such a calculation is to get the most conservative
estimate of the candidate domains’ security robustness.
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(a) Likelihood of initiation comparison (b) Likelihood of success comparison (c) Overall risk comparison

Fig. 16. SoyKB application robustness evaluation and domain choice comparison for different threat events.

(a) Likelihood of initiation comparison (b) Likelihood of success comparison (c) Overall risk comparison

Fig. 17. EMC application robustness evaluation and domain choice comparison for different threat events.
TABLE V

NIST BASED THREAT EVENTS SHOWING THE RELEVANCE TO SOYKB AND EMC APPLICATIONS WITH STRIDE CATEGORY AND IMPACT

No. NIST Threat Events SoyKB relevance EMC relevance STRIDE category Impact
I Craft counterfeit certifi-

cates
Unauthorized access to HPC
data processing site

Unauthorized remote access to
scientific instrument

Identity Spoofing High
(8)

II Deliver targeted malware
for data exfiltration

Perform illegal data transfer
from HPC to compromised site

Perform illegal data transfer from
acquisition to compromised site

Data Tampering High
(8)

III Perform network sniffing
of exposed networks

Access data in transit to get a
knowhow of soft-spots

Unauthorized remote sharing users
accessing analyzed data in transit

Repudiation Moderate
(5)

IV Obtain sensitive publicly
available data

Access data from public clouds
to find sensitive information

Remote users access sensitive data
from collaboration site

Information
Disclosure

High
(8)

V Conduct simple Denial
of Service (DoS) attack

HPC resources made unavail-
able to legitimate users

Exhaustion of analysis software
licenses by irregular means

Denial of Service Moderate
(5)

VI Exploit physical access
of authorized staff

Tailgate authorized users to gain
access to HPC resources

Gain instrument login information
from authorized users

Elevation of Privi-
lege

Moderate
(5)

2) Robustness evaluation: The assessment results compar-
ison for SoyKB application are shown in Figs. 16(a), 16(b),
and 16(c), where it is evident that the overall risk at community
clouds such as TACC, or ISI is at least as high as MU private
cloud; for most threats, community cloud turns out to be
more secured. The reason for such an observation is the fact
that community clouds such as TACC and ISI are designed
for secure computation with detailed and fine-grained security
postures at UT and USC having precautions for many possible
threats. For example, the TACC and ISI have clearly laid
out policies regarding protection against malware installation
(Event II with High impact) with precautionary measures that
makes it difficult for adversaries to initiate malware installation
for data exfiltration (LoI at TACC and ISI is 2, with MU being
8). Similarly, the robustness evaluation for EMC application
shown in Figs. 17(a), 17(b), and 17(c) demonstrates the
robustness of a public cloud such as AWS with 18 security
APIs against possible threats to data-intensive computation.
It is interesting to see that the robustness of a public cloud
is greater than community clouds because public clouds are
typically designed for more mission-critical applications in
both scientific and corporate cases with high stakes. Moreover,
premium prices paid for such public cloud resources enable

the cloud service providers to install state-of-the art security
solutions and stringent resource policies.

VI. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we motivated the need to formalize SSpecs of
distributed applications and align domain RSpecs for an effi-
cient joint performance and security driven workflow manage-
ment across federated multi-cloud resources. We showed how
a process of breaking down the security requirements across
workflow lifecycle stages and applying NIST based catego-
rization can facilitate formalization of application SSpecs. Our
formal SSpecs data structure is intuitive and comprehensive
enough to account for a wide range of security requirements
pertaining to data-intensive application workflows. Our unique
use of Portunes algebra to align diverse domain postures
resulted in homogenizing domain RSpecs that is easily compa-
rable with a data-intensive application’s SSpecs to achieve joint
QSpecs-SSpecs-driven, RSpecs-compliant resource allocation.
Our modeling and solution of the joint optimization problem
achieves close to optimal resource allocation of federated
resources across multiple domains.

Our implementation of OnTimeURB and multi-cloud en-
vironment evaluations with the SoyKB and EMC applica-
tions demonstrated the benefits of our proposed approach.
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We ensured satisfaction of both performance and security
requirements, without overriding any domain policies to gain
performance advantages. The results of this study inform
the tradeoffs for a data-intensive application user to make
decisions on scale out/up from private to public, and com-
munity clouds to improve both performance and security. Our
work advances the current knowledge on how to intelligently
perform resource allocations among private, community and
public cloud locations to reduce turnaround times in a secured
and policy-compliant manner. The data-intensive application
communities can benefit from our novel approach of resource
allocation, and augment their current techniques of excessive
manual co-ordination of policies.

In the future, we plan to study how our end-to-end security
design schemes can be integrated rapidly in application de-
velopment efforts utilizing federated resources. In particular,
we see opportunities in integration within multi-cloud resource
brokers that implement distributed trust with different person-
nel roles. We also plan to extend our schemes’ relevance to
other data-intensive enterprise application use cases in fields
of e.g., cybermanufacturing and neuroscience.
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